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|_. AESTRACT
This is an empirical analysis of th, distribution of the durations of overshoots in
a stationary gaussian stochastic process. The problem arose as a result of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration's need for a distribution formula for
the duration time that certain atmospheric variables, such as wind speed or ambient
temperature, exceed a specified level during a time interval of arbitrary len!zth.
This analysis utilizes computer simulation and statistical estimation. Realiza-
tions of stationary _aussian stochastic processes with _elected autocorrelation
functions are computer simulated. Analysis of the simulated data revealed that the
mean and the variance of a process were functionally dependent upon the autocorrela-
tion parameter and crossing level. Using predicted values for the mean and standard
deviation, by the methodof moments, the distribution parameters could be estimated.
Thus, given the autocorrelation parameter, crossing level, mean, and standard
deviation of a prncess, the probability of pxceeding the crossing level for a particula
length nf time could be calculated.
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The purpose of this thesis is to report the results of
an empirical analysis of the duration of overshoots above an
2
arbitrary level in a stationary gaussian stochastic process.
The study was conducted for the Terrestrial Environment Branch,
Aerospace Environment Division, Space Sciences Laboratory.
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama and was sup-
ported under NASA contract no. NAS8-29286. The results
presented in this thesis are applicable in the prediction of
extreme properties of such natural processes am wind speed,
ambient temperature, and sea state.
z
i.I Statement of the Problem
The problem dealt with by this thesis concerns the
frequency distribution of the duration of overshoots above an
arbitrary level in a gaussian stochastic process with an
exponential autocorrelation function. A gaussian stochastic
process is a stochastic process which has a gaussian distri-
bution at any point in time. Such a process is stationary if
it has a mean independent of time and an autocorrelation
function dependent only on the distance between successive
time points.
The problem is of general theoretical interest but
numerical results are sparse. Rice (1945) did the fundamental
work in _tudving both the crossing frequency and duration.
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Favreau, Low, and Pfeffer (1956) studied the duration problem
and hypothesized the negative eaponential density for duration
time--this hypothesis was disproved by Longuet-Higgins (1962).
The recent texts by Kramer and Leadbetter (1967) and Kuznetsov
(1965) give excellent summaries of the work in this area. To
the author's knowledge this is the first investigation of
duration times that is based on an extensive simulated data
set.
1.2 Organization of the Analysis
Chapter 2 contains a description of the development of
the simulation model and its underlying assumptions. In
Chapter 3, the analysis of the model and our conclusions are
presented. Chapter 4 contains a discussion of the application








Our first objective was to de.'ign a mathematical model
of a stationary gaussian stochastic process with an exponential
autocorrelation function. To do this, we made the following
assumptions:
i) The process had a multivariate normal distribution.
2) The autocorrelation function, R(T), was _xponentiai,
i.e., R(_) = exp(-61Tl).
3) The process was stationary, i.e., R(ti,t j) = R(_),
where _ = Iti - tjl.
4) The expected value of a random variable X at time t
was zero, i.e., E[X(t)] = 0.
5) The variance covariance matrix Z was symmetrical and
positive definite.
In the remainder of this chapter, we shall use X(t) to
denote a stochastic process satisfying the above conditions.
Th_ process was considered over a time interval of
[0,99], each realization consisting ef i00 eqlla]ly spaced
points in the interval. In the case of a specific application,
the interval of interest may be [0,T]. X(t) would then be
sampled at 100 equally spaced points in the interval. These
points would be t0,tl,...,t99, where ti = (_)T, i = 0,1,...99.
The autocorrelation parameter _ would also require modification.
Odell (1971) presents the method of simulation used here.
A summary of that technique Follows.
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Let X denote the vector _[X(t0)' X(tl),...,X(t99)]" ,
where " denotes matrix transposition. Let Z = (_ij) m E(X'X'),
where E is the expectation operator• Z is, of course, the
variance covariance matrix• Thus for each element of
7, aij , 0 _< i, j _< 99, we have
aij = E[X(t i) • X(tj)] -- R(t ,t.) - R(,), where T = It - t I.i 3 1 j
Hence we see that
R(0) R(1) R(2) ... R(99)
R(1) R_0) R(1) ... R(98)
R(2) R(1) R(0) ... R(97)
=
R(99) R(99) ... R(0)
By assumption, X satisfies a multivariate normal distribution
with mean _ = _0 and covariance matrix Z. We write _X % N(U,Z)._
From Odell (1971, pg. 37) we have the following:
Theorem: If the I00 x 1 vector Y % N(U,Z),
is a fixed I00 x 1 vector, and
Z = AY + _, then
Z _ N(A_ + Z, A _ a').
We generated the vector Y % N(0, I), where I is the identity
matrix• We factored the covariance matrix Z into AA" by the
Crout method. Thus, if _ = A_, it follows that _ _ N(O,Z).
The vector V constituted a realization of the process X(t).
The vector Y_ = (y0,Yl,...,Y99) was formed by generating a
sequence of 100 independent standard normal variates.
Hamming (1962) provides the technique for generating Y. This
method is summarized below.
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An approximation to normally distributed random numbers
may be obtained from a sequence xk, k = I, 2,...,K of uni-
formly distributed random numbers by the formula
K
Z Xk _ K
Yi = k = i 2 . To utilize thiq m_thod, the value of K
/K/12
12
= Z xk - 6.
was fixed at 12, reducing the formula to Yi k=i
Thus, we were able to produce a sequence
= (y0,Yl,...,Y99) of standard n_rma] variates with mean 0
and unit variance. Hence, we had Y _ N(0,T).
For each autocorrelation function, we qenerat_d 250
realizations which requlred 250 random veceers Yi,i=],...,250,
e_ch of which required i00 standard norma] variates. Each
normal variate required 12 uniformly distributed random num-
bers. Hence, for each autocorrelation function,
250 x i00 x 12 = 300,000 uniformly distributod random numbers
were required. The power residual method was used to generate
these random nnmbprs, each one being normalized to (0,l).
That is,
rn normalized (Sn), where s = I r .n n-i
The computer used for the generation was a Univac Series
31
70/46 which has an integer capacity of 2 - i.
In order to transform each vector [i into a realization
_i' via Vi = A _i' it was necessary to factor _ into A'A'. Since
is a symmetrical, positive definite matrix, it can be
factored into a lower triangular matrix and its transpose.
5
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The factorization was accomplished using the Crout factorizafion
method, Odell (1971, pg. 38). This method is summarized in
Carter and Madison (1973).
The autocorrelation function R(_) = exp(-81_ I) determines
the degree of association between pairs of values of X(t). We
simulated the proLess for twelve autocorrelation functions by
assigning B, the autocorrelation parameter, the values
.005, .010, .025, .050, .075, .i0, .25, .50, .75, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0.
With 8 = .005, the process had a correlation above .61 through-
out and .99 for successive pairs of points. For _ = 5.0,
R(2) = .00004539, meaning that the values were essentially
independent after two time intervals. The range of 8 values





With the data sets generated, as described in Chapter 2,
the first problem was that of determining the durations of
overshoots above selected levels. From Sveshn_kov (1966), we
see that in a continuous random process X(t), X:D*R, two co r-
ditions must be met in order for an overshoot above a level a
to occur in the interval (t,t + dt). They are that at a given
time t we have X(t) _ a, while X(t + dt) > a. We say that an
and t provided X(t i) _ a,
overshoot occurs between tI J
X(tj) _ a, and X(t) _ a for all tr (ti,tj)_D. In the 4iscrete
caso, we see that the two comditi_ns r_quired for an r_vershoot
tr_ occur above a level A ar_ that X(t n) __ A, while X(tn+ I) " A, f_r
some n. We say that an overshoot occurs between t and t
n m
[,rovided X(t ) A, X(t ) _ A, and X(t i) A for n - i _ m.n - m --
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate an overshoot in the continuous case
nnd one in the discrete case, respectively.
• _" v v • • fk i ._ t. t.,,t tQ*t tNll _*
Figure i. Figure 2.
In the continuous case, the duration of the overshoot between
ti and tj would clearly be (tj - ti). In the discrete case,
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to determine the duration we can only count the number of points
t. between t and t such that X(t ) > A, while X(t ) < A, and
1 n m 1 n -
X(t ) < A, which is m - n - i.
m -
Eac', realization in our data set consisted of 100 points
X(t0), X(tl),..., X(t99). So for a given level A, we located
each overshoot, that is we found i such that X(t. ) _ A, while
i-i -
X(t ) > A, and then counted the points until X(t.) _ A; the
1 3 -
duration was j - i. (0 < i < j < 99). The question soon
surfaced of whether to count as overshoots those points that
began above A, X(t 0) > A, or which ended above A, X(t99) > A.
Noting that for small 8 values the system has a let of memory,
if the process began with X(t 0) > A, it was probable that it
would stay above A for a long time. Similarly, if the process
exceeded A somewhere between t0 and t99, it was likely to stay
bore A up to and including t99. For larger 8 values, we did
not feel that counting the_e so called TO and T99 overshoots
would appreciably affect our results. We therefore decided to
include these _:ypes of overshoots in our counting.
We counted overshoots above levels A = 0, .5, .75, i, 1.25,
1.5, 1.75, 2. 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4. Recalling that the process has
a mean 0 and unit variance, we were equivalently considering
overshoots above the mean, .5 standard deviations above the
mean, .75 standard deviations above the mean, etc. In applications,
for a process with mean u and variance 02, the overshoots above





The valuo 3.0 was selected as the upper limit of the A
levels for analysis purposes. In the independent case, only
.13% of the values would be above 3.0, and in the more cor-
relatod cases, the number of point_ above 3.0 and fhns, the
number of overshoots, would likely decrease. Zero was selected
as tile lower limit.
The durations of the overshoots for each pair, level A
and autocorrelation parameter 8, were determined and the sample
mean X and standard deviation S2 were computed as usual.








Our next step was to plot the mean X vs. the crossing
level A and the standard deviation S vs. the crossing level.
Several of these curves are shown in the figures 3 and 4.
Our search for estimating equations thus began. The curves
indicated an exponential trend, becoming flatter and con-
verging as the 8 value increased. So we graphed the same
data on log paper. These plots were much strai, hter, but
there was still some curvature left in them. Suspecting an
exponential characteristic again, we tried log-log p_per; the
results were not satisfactory. We decided that the curvature
left from the log paper could probably be taken care of with
a quadratic function.
We ran polynomial regression analyses, BMD (1973), fo_
as a function of A and inX as a function of A. We concluded
that we could best fit the curves using inX as a quadratic
function of A. We did the same for the standard deviation S
and concluded that our best fit would be obtained by con-
sidering S as a quadratic function of A. We thus had the
following:
inX = a 0 + alA + a2A2 and (IIi.l)
S = b + b A + b A 2 where the coefficientsf
0 1 2
ai,bi,i=0,1,2 were dependent on 8, the
autocorrelation parameter.
Table 3 gives the simple correlation coefficients for
equations (III.l) for each 8 value. Of course, the presence
12
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of the quadratic term did, in every case, increase the
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It is clear from the table that the models (equations llI.l)
are adequate for each _ value.
At this point, for each 8, we had the coefficients
a0,al,a 2 for the mean and b0,bl,b 2 for the standard deviation.
To determine the relationship between _ and the constant terms
fnr th_ me_,, we p]otted a0 as a function o_ _. There was
little doubt that this curve behaved in an exponential manner.
The same phenomenon was observed in plots of other coefficients
as functions of 8 for both the mean and standard deviation.
We considered the coefficients as functions of in6, and then
ran polynomial reqression analyses of degree two and three.
Choosing the third degree, we obtained very good fits. Hence
we have the following:
ai = c0 + Cl(in6) + c2(in6)2+ c3(in6) 3, and
bi = do + dl(in6) + d2(In6)2 + d3(in6)3' (III.2)
for i = 0,1,2.
The coefficients ci and d., i_0,i,2,3, are presented in Tablel








c o c 1 c 2 c 3
a0 0.92590 -0.31129 0.06417 0.00988
a I -0.64060 0.02881 0.02002 -0.00026
a 2 0.11763 0.01749 -0.01017 -0.00131
Standard
Deviations
d o d 1 d d2 3
b 1.88589 ,-1.02364 0.56796 -0.09535
0
b -1.17242 0.74806 -0.38702 -0.01600
1
b 0.20194 -0.16723 0.07649 0.01833
2
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IUsing the last set of coefficients, we were able to
predict the values a0,al,a2,b0,bl,b 2 for each _ value. Hence,
for each B value and each A level, using (III.2) and substituting
into (III.l), we could predict X and S as functions of B and A.
In summary, we have:
predicted = exp[a0(inS) + al(inS).A + a2(inB)-A2], and
S predicted = b0(InB) + bl(inS).A + b2(inB).A 2, where




Figures 3 and 4 picture some of the observed curves
together with the corresponding predicted curves for the
means and standard deviations, respectively. As can be seen
from the plots, for both the means and the standard deviations,
the predicted curves match the observed curves quite well.
For the means, the predicted values _t A=0 are, consistently,
slightly less than the observed values. Throughout the range
of A values, the predicted curves for the means and standard
deviations appear to fit equally well. Overall, the fits were
much better than one would normally expect in such an analysis.
An interesting phenomenon was observed while viewing
the plots of the llnear and quadratic coefficient curves.
Figures 5 and 6 picture the plots of the linear coefficients
a I vs. the quadratic coefficients a2 for the means and stan-
dard deviations, respectively. There is deflnitely a high
correlation between these values. The author has no concrete
explanation to proffer. It may be _imply coincidence, it may
be related to the polynomial regression program used, or it
may be a common occurence in such a situation. From a
sLatistical standpoint, the similarity means that given the
linear coefficient, we are also given prior knowledge of the
quadratic coefficient. Thus the linear and quadratic terms
would not be totally independent. At any rate, we do not
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LINEAR COEFFICIENTS VS. QUADRATIC COEFFICIENTS
FOR THE STANDARD _EVIATIONS
i
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We constructed frequency tablos for each A lov._] within
each g, and th_n made plots cf observed cumulative frequencies•
Some of these are presented in Appendix A. Tile cumulativo
p]ots r_s#,,G,l_d some type of gamma distribution. We decided to
first try the exponential distribution which is a special case
of tim _amma. We used as estimates of theta i/observed mean,
]/observed standard deviation, I/predicted mean, and 1/predicted
standard deviation• The results were not altogether bad, but
the estimated frequencies were consistently hiuh for low A
levels• We next _ried the gamma distribution whn_ density
function is
ba
, _ . xa- I -bxf(x;a t_) I (a) • e , fnr x-O, 0 _l_m,'h_re.
The qamma distribution is a two parameter distribution (the
oxponential is a special case) and therefore provides us a
rich#r family of curves to use. The gamma distribution, its
many uses and properties, is well described in Johnson and
Kotz (1970)• Tile mean tJ and variance _2 are g_ven by:
H -- a/b and c2 -- a/b 2 Noting that u _ b and u;• -2 = a, when
qiven the process mean X and variance S2, we can, by the
method of moments, easily estimate the parameters a and b for
the gamma distribution pdf tot any of our processes.
Using the corrected mean (X - 1/2), we utilized the gamma
distribution with parameters a = (X -.5)2/S 2 and b = (X -.5)/S 2
to find the predicted probabilities of overshoots of duration
1,2,3, _tc. For example, for a particular 8 value and A level,
23
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we used c_ti,er the predictod or observed _._es of the meanI
_!
i
and vari<:_'_'- to calculate a and b. Th_n; _ d_termine the
probability/ of the occurence of an oversh_$" of duration i,
we integrat,_d as follows:
3/2 ba . xa_. -:_Probability _ / • dx.
],,"_ _(a)
1
= ¢ ba (x ._)a-I -b(x- 5). ' " • e • dx.
0 F(a)
We then used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness of fit test to
determine our degree of accuracy. The results were quite
favorable. Appendix B presents the results of the distribution
fitting for the A and B values presented in Appendix A.
Table 5 gives an overall scenario of the goolness of fit
results. Upon viewing the table several points become clear.
The gamma distribution gives excellent results for most A and 8
combinations. Especially important is the consistently excel-
lent results fcr A values above 1.5--the range of A values
utilized most frequently. The combination of A and B values
where tile gamma model fails is quite interesting. _,hen
comparing the predicted mean and variance with the observed
values one notes little difference and, in fact, the gamma
model using the observed values was not satisfactory either.
There are three, possibly related, reasons why the model
fails in these cases. The first is the very conservative
nature of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tes_ when the model p_r_meters
are estimated from the data (indirectly using the predicting
24
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equations) and the data are discrete although the mode] is
a continuous one. Th_ s_cond reason is the possible inadequacy
of t_e gamma model. A survey of Appendix B shows the rejection
always occurJ at the first frequency because the aamma mode]
underestimates the frequency. This suggests that a more com-
plex model (perhaps a four parameter gamma) might be more satis-
factc_-y. However, the third reason is, in the author's opinion,
the real culprit. Quite simply, the sample sizes are too
largp. It is an interesting phenomenon in statistics that in
_oodnoss of fit problems too much data poses as many problems
as does too little data. Lancaster (1969, pp. 174-75) discusses
this problem and recommends utilization of moderate sample sizes.
In no case where the fit is bad would it havo be_n so if the
same cumulative proportions had been observed with sample sizes
under 500.
Of course, to actually verify that this phenomenon
actually causes the problem would be difficult, if not impos-
sible. However, it is pertinent to note that the difficulty
starts when the sample sizes become large while the mean and
variance predictions remain quite accurate and, as one can
observe in Appendix A, the actual shape of the sample cumu-




Condensed Summary of Fitted Models
Using Predictive Equations
*Good Fit at e < .01 )J Fit due to mean overestimation
m
**Good Fit at _ < .05 b+ Bad Fit due to mean underestimation
0 No data o2+Bad Fit due to variance overestimation
o2_Bad Fit due to variance underestimation
6_'\ 0. .5 .75 1.0 1.25 1.5 1.75 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
.005 _+ ** ** * ** ** ** ** ** 0 0 0
010 _+ * * ** ** * ** ** ** 0 0 0
025 ** * ** ** ** * ** ** ** 0 0 0
050 ** * ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** 0
075 ** * ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** 0 0
i0 ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** 0 0
25 ** ** ** * o2f * * * ** ** 0 0
50 * * o2+ 02_ o_+ * * ** ** ** 0 0
.75 * 02_ 02_ 02+ 02_ 02* ** ** ** ** ** 0
1.0 02+ 02_ 02+ 02+ 02+ 02+ ** ** ** ** ** f *
2.5 02+ 02_ 02+ 02+ 02+ oZ+ ** ** ** ** ** 0





This chapter presents the procedures to utilize the
results obtained in Chapter 3. The computer program developed
to do the necessary calculations is presented in Appendix C.
The analysis was conducted using a standard normal process
_2 I) and duration times above a level A were counted.(_ = 0, =
However, a simple transformation permits the use of any mean
and variance, and duration times below a specified level can
be addressed using the symmetry of the normal distribution.
A final note involves the time intervals. In most
processes the sampling and estimation procedures use data
gathered at regular intervals and the results are, to some
extent, dependent on the interval widths. Questions must be
posed in this context, e.g., it is not reasonable to request
the probability of a duration time exceeding five seconds when
the autocorrelation parameter is estimated based on samples at
one minute intervals--the autocorrelation parameter estimate
must also be based on (or modified to correspond to) data
gathered at one second intervals.
Our simulation process, hence the _ values, used unit
intervals corresponding to serial correlation coefficients of
lag i, lag 2, etc. Should a 8 value using the actual time
intervals be given, it must be modified to represent the auto-
correlation parameter of a process sampled at unit intervals
and the time period of these intervals must agree with the




This transformation procedure is summarized as follows. Assume
a value 6" has been calculated using intervals T" = 0,L,2L,3L...
giving R(_') = exp(-6"i II). This corresponds to the function
R(_) = exp(-6"hl II) where _ = 0,1,2, .... Thus _ = ?'h would
be the autocorrelation parameter estimate corresponding to
intervals of unit length.
As an example, assume a wind speed process where
U = 24 m/s, o = 8 m/s, and 6" = .026 based on samples measured
at i0 minute intervals. We desire to calculate the probability
of exceeding 30 m/s for 3.2 minutes. The 6" value is for
_" = 0, i0 sec., 20 sec., .... The quantity
B = 6"h = .026 • i0 = .26 is for T = 0,i sec., 2 sec.,.., and
is the value we would utilize in calculating the probability.
The computer program required the following inputs:
i) Process mean U,
2) Process standard deviation o,
3) Process autocorrelation parameter (m3dified
to reflect intervals of unit lengt_ Jf necessary),
4) The crossing level L under consideration, and
5) The number of time units x (perhaps fractional)
that the duration lasts.
The output gives
i) The _, a, 6, and L values,
2) The adjusted crossing level A (= IL-ul/o),
3) Predicted mean and variance of the process, and
4) Pr {Exceeding L for x time units).
28
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Referrina to the example in the preceding paraQ_aph the
inputs would be:
I) _l= 24,
2) O = 8,
3} 8 = .26, (the .026 value was modified),
4) L = 30, and
5) x = 3.2.
Table 6 qives the computer results corresponding to these
inputs.
The question concerning the applicability of these results
to nonnormal processes remains. Carter and Madison (1973, pp.
35-36) discussed this problem at length. Basically the procedure
outlined above will give satisfactory results when the parent
population is normal appearing - the case with many nonnormal
processes for certain ranges of values for the population
parameters. The estimating procedure developed in Chapter 3
utilizes a unique property of the normal process - independence
of the sample means and variances. Likely the nonnormal process
must be of a form to make this assumption plausible for our pro-
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SAMPLE CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION CURVES
FOR AUTOCORRELATION PARAMETERS:
.025, .075, .25, .75, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0
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KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOODNESS OF FIT TESTS
4O
1975010884-042
KnLMOGOROV-SHIRNDV GOnDNESS OF FIT TE_T
USING PREDICTED VALUES
A-LEVEL • 0.000 AUTOCnRRELATION PARAMETER = 0.025
_BSERVED M_AN • 12.15896 DBSFRVEn VARIANCE • $4Z,92211
PREOICTED MEAN = |1.60941 PREDICTEn VAmlANCE • 330,40380
GAMHA DIST PARAMETERSI ALPHA • 003?327 BETA • 0.03361
NUMBER CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE
OURATION OBSERVED OBSERVFD FXPECTFD DIFFERENCE
1 306 0.28281 0,31413 -0,03132
2 140 0.41220 0.40324 0.00896
3 72 0,47674 0,4_98 0,01377
4 54 0.528_5 0.51314 0,01551
5 46 0.57116 0.5_287 0,01829
6 36 0,60444 0.5m672 0_01771
7 42 0.64325 0.616t9 0,02707
8 28 0,66913 0,64223 0,02690
9 t5 0,68299 0,6_550 0,01749
10 19 0=7_0_5 0.6R649 0,01407
It 11 0.71072 0,7_554 0,00518
12 23 0,7319B 0,77295 0,00903
13 12 0,74307 0,73892 0,00415
14 9 0,7_139 0,7_364 -0,00225
t5 14 0.76433 0,7_774 -0,00292
16 8 0,77172 0,77986 -0,00_14
17 12 0,78281 0;79159 -0,00878
tO 10 0,7q205 0,8n2_2 -0,01n47
19 !5 0,B059| 0,81273 -0,00682
ZO 10 O,OiSt6 0;822ze .o,ooTlz
_0 200 1,00000 1,00000 0,00000
NUMBER oF OVERSHOOTS • IO|Z
41
1975010884-043
KnLHOGOROV-SHIRNDV GOODNESS OF FIT TEST
USING PREOICTEO VALUES
- A-LEVEL • 0.750 AUTOCnRRELATZON PARAMETER • 0,025
nB$ERVED MEAN • 7m79122 OBSERVED VARIANCE • lCTo3TZb5
PREDICTED MEAN • Bo12091 PRED|CTE_ VARXANCE • t53=98528
GAMMA DTST PARAMETERSI ALPHA I 01377t7 BFTA • 0t069¢_
NUMBER CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE
DURATION OBSERVED OBSERVED fXPECTED DIFFERENCE
X 239 0.3t782 0,3q7_7 -0,03945
2 I14 0.46941 0,45791 0,01150
3 62 0,55186 0o52666 0o02520
4 44 0,6t037 0,57952 0o03005
5 37 0,6595T 0m62248 0o03710
6 29 0,69814 0=65853 0o03961
7 23 0=72872 0,6_943 0o03929
8 18 0,75266 0=71632 0,03633
9 9 0.76463 0.74000 0o02463
10 14 0,7_324 0=7_I01 0,02223
II 14 0.80186 0=779_I 0.02205
12 10 0,8[5|6 0=79670 0,01845
13 12 0,83112 0o81197 0,01914
14 12 0.84707 0,825R2 0,02125
15 I0 0.86037 0=83843 0o0219_
_6 8 0.87101 0o8499% 0m02107
17 6 0.87899 0o86047 0o01852
18 3 0,88298 0=870i4 0o01284
19 4 0,88830 0,87902 0o00928
20 3 0,8q229 0o887_0 0o00508
OVER 20 81 1,00000 1,00000 0o00000
TOTAL NUMBER OF OVERSHOOTS = 752
'_ 42
1975010884-044
KnLHOGOROV-SHIRNOV GOODNESS OF FIT TE_T
USINO PREOICTED VALUES
A-LEVEL • |,ZSO AUTOCORRELAT|DN PARAHETER • 0,025
OBSERVED HEAN • 6,2LBBZ OBSERVED VA_|ANCE • 95t97799
PREDICTED NEAN • 6,3Z|IB PREDICTED VARIANCE • BSe?4115
GAHMA OIST PARAMETERSI ALPHA • 0e40493 BETA • 0,06954
NUHBER CUHULATIVE CUMULATIVE
DURATION OBSERVED OBSERVEC _XPECTED O|FFERENCE
1 164 O,38SBB 0_3755Z 0,01036
2 61 0,52941 0,4_763 0,04178
3 38 0,6i882 0,56381 0,05501
4 22 0,67059 0,62177 0,0488E
5 17 0,71059 0;b_825 0,04234
6 1S 0,74588 0,7_670 0,03918
? 9 0,76706 0,7_916 0,0Z790
B 10 0,79059 0,76696 OeOZS63
9 5 0.80235 0,7_102 0,01133
10 13 0,83294 O,Ot2O3 0,02091
11 6 0,84706 0,8_049 0,01657
12 T 0,86353 0,8k680 0,01673
13 7 0,88000 0,86128 0e01872
14 4 0,88941 O_B?418 0,01523
iS 4 0,89882 0,88571 0,01311
16 0 0,89882 0,89605 0,00277
17 Z 0,90353 0_90534 =OeOOtBt
18 2 0,90824 0;91371 -O,OO54T
19 Z 0,9t294 0,92126 -OeOOB)2
20 2 O,9[TES 0e92809 =0e01044
20 35 l,O0000 l;O0000 0,00000
NUHBER OF OVERSHOOTS • 6Z|
43
1975010884-045
KnLNOGOROV-SMIRNOV GDODNESS OF FIT TEST
USINfi PREDICTED VALUES
A-LEVEL • 1.750 AUTOCnRRELATION PAR^MFTER • 0,025
_BSERVFD M_AN • 5,10_77 OBSERVED VAR;ANCE s 37t66866
PREDICTED MEAN • 6,87560 PREOICTEn VARIANCE • 40eAB451
GAHMA OIST PARAMETERSI ALPHA • 0e47292 BETA • OolOBO8
NUMBER CUMULATfVE CtIM(ILATTVE
DURATION OBSERVEO OBSERVED FXPEtTFD D|FFFRENCE
1 76 0,35B49 0,3_1_0 "0,02251
2 35 0,5_358 0.5115_ 0,01205
3 19 0,613Z1 Ot6n003 OtOl31_
4 12 0,66981 0,66632 0_003_9
5 7 0,70283 0,71838 _0t0155_
6 II 0,75472 0,76037 -0e00566
7 9 0,79717 0,794_8 0t00229
B 2 0,B0660 0,8_359 -0,01698
9 3 0,82075 0,84771 -0,02695
I0 l 0,82547 0,8_B12 -0,04265
II 6 0,B5377 0,8_5G0 "0,0317Z
12 7 0,B8679 0,90036 "0,0|357
13 3 0.90096 0,91313 -0,01219
14 2 0,91030 0_9_6|4 _0,01376
15 I 0,91509 0,933_5 "0,01855
16 3 0,9Z925 0,94189 -0,01Z64
17 2 0.93868 0,94905 -0,01037
18 0 O,93B6B 0t95527 -0e01659
19 3 0,9_283 0;9_070 -O,O07B?
ZO 0 0,9_283 0_96544 -0,01261
20 10 1,00000 1;00000 OtO0000
NUMBER OF OVERSHOOTS • Z|Z
44
1_q7 n 4nA_nA
KOLHOGORUV-SH|RNOV GOODNESS OF FIT TEgT
USING PR_OtCTEO VALUPS
A-LEVEL • 2.500 AUTOC_RRELATION PARAHFTER = 0.025
OBSERVED MEAN • 2,64286 OBSERVE_ VARIANCE • 6.943BB
PREflICTED MEAN • _.24|29 PRED|CTE_ VAI|ANCE • 9,37066
GAMHA DIST PARAHETERSI ALPttA • 0.8_192 BETA • 0._9_5_
NUMBER CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE
OURATION OBSERVED OBSERVED _;_PECTFD DIFFERENCE
1 22 0,52381 0,3_2P9 0,1709Z
Z 6 0.6_667 0.§4617 0_12049
3 5 0,78571 0,6?599 0,10972
4 1 0.80952 0.76691 0.04301
5 2 0.05714 0,8_075 0.09639
6 l 0,8009_ 0,876R1 0,00414
? 4 0.97619 0.91007 0e06612
0 0,97619 0,9_419 OeO420n
9 0 0.97619 0,9q175 _,02_44
10 0 0.97619 0.9_4_7 n,nllSZ
11 0 0.97619 0.9739§ 0.00224
12 0 0,97619 o,gnOM3 °0,00464
13 0 0,9?619 O.9M§R? -0.0096n
14 1 ],00000 0,9_998 0,01042
15 0 1.00000 0m992_1 0.00769
16 0 1.00000 0,9_4_3 0,00567
17 0 1.00000 0.995_1 0.00419
18 0 1.00000 0,996_0 0,_0310
19 0 1.00000 0,99771 0.00229
20 0 1,00000 0,9q8_0 0.00170
OVER 20 0 1,00000 l,O0000 OeO0000
TOTAL NUMBER OF OVERSHOOT| • 4E
45
1975010884-047
KnLNOGORDV-SHIRN_V GOODNESS OF FIT TEST
USIN6 PREDICTED VALUFS
A-LEVEL • O.OOO AUTOCORRELATION P&R^HETER = 0=075
nBSERVED MEAN = 7,7367R OBSERVED VARIANCE = 109,75586
PREDICTED MFAN = T.32331 PREDICTED VARIANCE = tOOe10658
GAMMA DIST PARANETERSI ALPHA • 0,4_509 BFTA • O,ObBl6
NUHBER CUHULATIVE CUMUL_TYVF
DURATION OBSERVED OBSERVED EXPECTFD DIFFERENCE
1 463 O,28811 O,31bql -0,02_80
2 231 0,43186 0,42816 0,00350
3 126 0.$1027 o,SnbTO 0,00_57
4 lot 0.ST31Z 0.5_7_3 0,0054g
5 70 0.61668 0,61732 -0,00064
6 67 0,65837 0,6_809 -0,n0062
7 6Z O,bgbg_ O,bq_b 0e00239
R 5Z 0.72931 0.775_ 0,0039_
g 4Z 0,75544 O.7_Z_Z 0,00_22
I0 29 0,77349 0,7758B -0,00239
11 24 0.78843 0,796_Z -0,00_40
12 27 0.80523 0.8154b -O,OlOZ3
13 20 0.81767 0.8_ZlO -0,01_43
14 21 0,8_074 0,84702 -O,Ùlfl2_
15 12 0,8382_ 0.8_0,_ =0,02223
16 19 O.B_O03 0.87253 -0,022_0
17 23 0,Bh434 0,8*365 °O,Olgll
tg 18 0.89554 0,8q334 -0,01779
t9 9 O,Bglt4 0,90230 -0,02115
20 2_ 0.B9670 0_910&4 -0,0137_
20 tb5 l,OoO00 l,OnOOO o,0000o
NUMBER OF OVERSHOOTS • 1607
46
1975010884-048
KOLMOGOROV-SHIRNOV _DODNESS OF FIT TEST
USING PREDICTEO VALUES
A-LEVEL • 0,750 AUTOCORPELATION PARAMETER • 0,07_
OBSERVED MEAN = 4.65253 OBSERVE_ VARIANCE = 3_t19763
PRE_ICTEO MEAN • 4.1Z534 PR_O|CTEn VAmlANCE • 40_96_38
GAMMA D/ST PARAMETERSI ALPHA • 0.4_6_9 BETA • 0_10559
NUMBER CUHULATIVE CUMULATrVE
OURATION OBSERVEO OBSERVEO _XPECTFD O|FFERENCE
! 430 0,357_4 0_3_1_5 -0,03401
200 0.52369 0,57048 0,00321
3 tZ7 0,629Z6 0,60740 0,02t86
4 BO 0,695?6 0,67233 0,0Z343
S 67 0.?_145 0,7?3?2 OtnZR23
6 54 0,70634 0,7A475 0e03209
? 33 0,82377 0,79795 0,02_8Z
8 33 0,85121 0,876_0 0,02521
9 25 0,87199 0,849_7 O,OZ24Z
10 18 0,88695 0,8_9_3 0,0t742
1! 19 0,90274 0,8R6_4 0,01620
t2 q 0,9t022 O,qOlll 0,00912
t3 14 0,9Z186 0,91363 O,O0_Z3
t4 7 0,9_768 0,9_444 _,_0324
t_ 9 0,935|6 0.9_379 0.00137
16 10 0,96347 0,941ql 0,00t56
I? 6 0,9484_ 0,9_8_7 -0,00051
t8 |0 o,g_bTT 0t9_|2 0100t65
19 _ 0,96093 0,9_0_9 0,00044
OVER 20 40 _,00000 _00000 OtO0000




KDLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOODNESS 0 F fiT TEST
USINO PREDICTED VALUES
A-LEVEL = 1.250 AUTOCORRELATION PARAMFTER • 0,0?5
_BSERVED MEAN • 3.58438 OBSERVEn VARZANCE • [9,36978
PREDICTED MEAN • 3,7_563 PREDICTEn VAgZANCE • 20,39255
GAMMA DIST PARANETERSI ALPHA • 0,50706 BETA • 0,|5769
NUMBER CUMULATIVE CUMULATTVE
DURATION OBSERVED 9BSERVED EXPEtTFD OIFFERENCE
I 304 0._2399 0,4|976 0,00_23
2 123 0,59554 0,5_756 0,02798
3 79 0.7057Z 0,66461 Oe04111
4 53 0,77964 0,73461 0,04503
5 25 0,81450 0,7_736 ne0271_
6 30 0.85635 0,878_3 0,02R21
7 Z2 0.8R703 0,8_019 0,02684
g 12 0.9o377 0_8_570 O,O1R06
9 13 0,9_t90 0,9n619 0,0157t
I0 6 0.930?6 0,97274 0,0_75_
ll 8 0,94142 0,9_070 0,00522
12 6 0.94979 0,947t9 0,00260
t3 1 0,95119 0.956_0 -0,0050_
t4 8 0,96234 0,9_3_1 -_,001Z6
IS 4 0,9_792 0,96971 -0=00179
16 3 O,9?Zll 0,9_476 -0,00266
t7 Z 0,97490 0,9?894 PO,O0405
tg 3 0,9?908 0_9_241 o0t00333
t9 1 O,9ROkT 0,9R529 -0,00482
20 0 0,980k7 0,9R769 -0,00722
OVER ZO 14 1,00000 1,00000 OeO0000
TOTAL NUMBER OF OVERSHOOTS • TIT
48
1975010884-050
KOLHOGOROV-SHIRNOV GOODNESS OF FIT TEST
USING PREDICTED VALUES
A-LEVEL • 1.750 AUTOCnRPELATION PARAHETER • O,O?P
nBSERVED MEAN • 3,00961 OBSERVEn VAPIANCE • 9,40695
PREDICTFD MEAN • 2,89981 PREDICTED VAm|ANCE • 9,Z7860
GAMMA D/ST PARAMETERSI ALPHA • 0,6_0&8 BETA • 0,25864
NUHBER CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE
DURAT|ON OBSERVED OBSERVED EXPECTFD DIFFERENCE
Z [29 0,4[346 0_4_796 -0,02450
2 65 0,6Zt79 0,61578 0,00651
3 40 0.7_000 0,777_9 0,02_9t
4 22 0.82051 0,8_286 0,0L765
5 13 0.86218 0,8_598 0,00h20
6 8 O.8BTBZ 0,89396 -0,00614
7 8 0,9|3_6 0,971'7 -0,00801
R 4 0.9Z628 0,961_9 -0,0153!
9 5 0.9_23| 0,9_640 .0,01409
10 5 0.95833 0_9_735 -0t00902
tl Z 0,96474 0,975_0 -0,01076
t2 5 0,9R077 O,9Alq7 -0,00080
t3 Z 0.9RT|8 0,9_6t2 0,00106
14 l 0.99038 0,9R9_2 0,00086
IS 1 0.99359 O,9QZn9 0,00150
16 0 0.99359 0,99401 -0,00042
17 1 0.99679 0,99547 0,00_33
IR 0 0,99679 0,99656 0,00023
19 0 0.996T9 0,997q9 -0,00060
20 0 0,996?9 O,9qBOZ mOtOOIZZ
OVER 20 l l,O00OO 1;00000 O,OO000
T_TAL NUHBER OF OVERSHOOTS • Jl|
49
1975010884-051
K_LMOGOROV-SM|RNOV GOODNESS OF FIT TEST
USING PREDICTED VALUFS
A-LEVEL • Z.500 AUTOCnRRELATInN PAR6METER • 0,075
flBSERVED MEAN • 2.1ZO00 OBSERVER VAR!ANCE • 3,30559
PREDICTED MEAN • Z.05026 PREDICTEn VAm|A_CE • ?,62239
GAHMA DIST PARAMETERS! ALPHA • 0t91646 BFTA • 0e_9|16
NUNBER CUMULATIVE CLIMULATYVE
DURATION OBSERVED OBSERVFO FXPECTFD DIFFERFNCE
1 Z5 0._0000 0.4RB4Z 0,01158
2 14 0.78000 0,7_5_ 0t0540_
3 4 0.8_000 O,B_l_7 0e00_33
4 3 0.9ZOO0 0,91930 OtOOnTO
5 1 0.94000 O,9_Sqb M0=01_96
h t 0.9bOO0 0,97591 ._tnlS9t
7 0 0,96000 0_9R6_0 -OeO2hB_
g 1 0.980_0 0,99276 -0,01276
9 0 0.98000 O,9qbfi3 -0,01603
10 1 l.OnO00 0,9q7_2 OeO0?18
t! 0 1,00000 0,99B_0 O,OOt2n
tZ 0 l,OOO00 0,999_4 0e00066
13 0 1.00000 O,9q9h4 0,00_36
14 0 1.00000 0,999M0 OtOOn2_
t5 0 1.0_0_0 0.9_9R9 0t00011
t6 0 1,00000 0,9_994 OeOOOOh
17 0 1,00000 0m90997 0m00003
I_ 0 1,00000 0_9999B OtOOOOZ
19 0 _,00000 0t99999 OmO000I
20 0 l,O0000 0t99999 0,0000!
OVER 20 0 1.00000 1,0_000 OtO0000




K_LHOGOROV-SHIRNOV GOODNESS OF FIT TEST
US]NO PRFDICTED VALUFS
A-LEVEL • 0,000 AUTOC_RRELATION PARAHETER • 0,250
nBSERVED HEA_ = 4,34698 OBSERVER VARIANCE • 20,B7042
PREDICTED NEAN = 4.2e208 PREDICTEO VAIIANCE • 21,527|!
GAMHA 01ST PARAHETERSI ALPHA • 0.66|40 BETA • _.|7488
NUHBER CUMULATIVE CUHULATIVE
DURATION OBSERVED DBSERVEO EXPECTED OIFFERfNCE
1 890 0.3t415 0,3?685 -0,01570
Z 485 0,48535 0,48415 O,OOtZO
3 311 0.$9513 0.59445 0,00068
4 Z|8 0.&7208 0.6?692 -0.00484
5 187 0,738o9 0,740*4 -o,00235
6 135 0.78574 0.79024 -0,00451
7 130 0.83163 0.8_975 0,00188
B 79 0.85951 0.86134 -0,0018Z
9 74 0,88563 0,8_675 -0.001|5
tO 5B 0.90611 0.9_7_0 -0,00119
II 5Z 0.9Z446 0.97397 _.00049
12 44 0.93999 0.93755 0.00245
13 Z7 0.9493Z 0.94863 0.00090
t4 56 0.95870 0,95769 O,OOtOt
15 Z6 0.9_788 0;9_511 O,OOZT?
16 17 0.97388 0,97121 O,O02b?
17 9 0.9?706 0,9?622 0,00084
IS 13 0.98164 0.9M034 0,00131
t9 7 0,98412 0.983?3 0,00038
ZO IO 0.98?65 0.98694 O,O011I
OVER ZO 35 1,00000 1,00000 0,00000
TnTAL NUNBER OF OVERSHOOTS • 2833
51
1975010884-053
KnLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOODNESS OF FIT TEST ""
USING PREDICTED vALUFS
A-LEVEL • 0,750 AUTOCORRELATION PARAMETER • OtZSO
nBSERVED MEAN • 2,63016 OBSERVE_ VARIANCE • 5,7050)
PREDICTED MEAN • 2,76663 PREO|CTE_ VAnXANCE s 7e65495
GAMMA 01ST PARAMETERS, ALPHA • 0,66907 8FfA • 0,79_8¢
NUMBER CIJMULATIVE C_;M_JL6TIVE
DURATION _BSERVEO OBSEgVFD EXPECTFD DIFFERFNCE
I 929 0,_4049 0,4_040 0,00_0)
2 423 0.64106 0.6_3m3 O,OI_Z_
3 Z66 0,767|9 0,7_067 0,02_52
4 |64 0,84495 0,81_77 0,0266B
5 110 0.89711 0,B7134 0,02577
6 68 0,9E935 0.9_B27 0,0210_
7 48 0.95211 O,9_?b 0,01785
8 35 0,96871 0.9_269 0,01601
9 23 0,97961 0,96585 0,0137_
|0 |8 0,988|5 0,97528 0,01287
I1 7 0,9q167 0,98207 O,OOg_O
12 6 0,99631 0,9A607 0,0073_
|3 | 0,99478 O,9q051 0000627
16 3 0,99621 0,9q3_9 0,00_12
15 | 0,99668 0,99_95 0,00_73
16 1 0.997|6 0,996_1 0,0008_
17 3 0,99§_8 0,99730 0t00127
|8 0 0,998_8 0,99_) 0,00055
19 | 0,9%905 0,998_5 0,00050
_0 0 0,99905 OtgB96 OtO001|
OVER _0 2 1,00000 l,O0000 0,00000
TnTAL NUMBER flF OVERSHOOTS • ZI09
52
1975010884-054
KnLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOODNESS OF F|T TEST
USINO PREDICTED VALUES
A-LEVEL • 1.250 AUTDCnRmELAI|ON PARAMFTFR • 0.250
OBSERVED MEAN • 2,03783 OBSERVE_ VA_ZANCE • Ze7650Z
PREDICTED MEAN • 2,|6745 PREDICTEn VAIIANCE • 3e39810
GAMMA D|ST PARAMETERSI ALPHA • 0,81872 BETA • 0,49070
NUMBER CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE
DURATION OBSERVED OBSERVEO fXPE_TEU D|FFERE_CE
1 655 0,53865 0,4_331 0_0553_
2 254 0,747_3 0,7n469 0,0_Z85
3 139 0,86184 0,827hl 0,03_Z4
4 73 0,92188 0,8q828 O,OZ35q
5 42 0,9_641 0,9_958 0.01683
6 22 0,974_1 0,963q5 0.01055
7 17 0,9R849 0,97842 0,0|007
8 3 0.99095 0.9n70_ _,0019_
9 5 0,99_07 O,9_Z?| 0,00285
lO 2 0,9967| 0,90_tl 0,00140
1] 1 0,997_3 0,99717 0.00_36
12 2 0,99918 0,998_9 0.00089
13 0 0,99918 0.99897 O,O_OZ!
14 0 0,999|8 0,9_9_B -0._0_2_
15 0 0,99918 0,99962 -0,00044
t6 O 0,9991B 0_99977 -0,00059
Y7 0 0,99918 0,999_6 *O,O00bB
Y8 0 0,9991B 0_99992 =OtOOn74
19 0 0.99918 0,99995 -0,00077
20 0 0,999|B 0,9999? -0t00079
20 1 l,OO000 |,00000 0,00000
NUMBEN nF OVERSHOOTS • lZ|&
53
1975010884-055
KflLMn_OROV-SMIRNDV GOODNESS OF FIT TE_T
USIN8 PR_D|CTED VALUFS
A-LEVEL = 1.750 AUTOCnRRELATION PARAMETER • 0.Z50
OBSERVED MEAN = 1,72134 OBSERVED VARIANCE • 1.43816
PREDICTED MEAN • 1,766Z5 PREDICTED VARIANCE • Xt406PB
GAMMA DXST PARAMETERS1 ALPHA • Xtl_9qZ BETA • 0,90023
NUMBER CUMULATYVE CUHULATTVE
DURATION OBSERVED OBSERVED EXPECTED DIFFERENCE
1 ]07 O,bObTZ O,5_X_l O,07S_I
2 I15 0,83199 0t79747 0,03653
3 41 0,91502 0,91418 OtO008_
4 22 0,95850 0,96400 -0e00550
5 lO 0,97826 0,9_69B -0e00672
6 5 0,98B16 0,99376 uOeO0562
7 5 0,9980Z 0,9974Z 0t00061
8 | l,O0000 0.99893 0,00107
9 0 l,O0000 0°99956 0t00044
|0 0 l,O000O otgq9RZ 0,00018
I| 0 l,O000O 0.99993 0100007
12 0 1,00000 0,99997 OtO0003
13 0 l,O0000 0,99999 0,00001
14 0 I,00000 0t99999 0,00001
I5 0 1,00000 X_O0000 0,00o0o
16 0 l,O000O I,00000 OtO0000
I7 0 I,O000O I,00000 O,O00OO
18 0 l,O0000 X,O0000 0,00000
19 0 1,_0000 loO000O 0,00000
ZO 0 l,O00OO l_OOOOO O,OOOOO
20 0 _,O000O leO0000 0,00000




KnLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOflDNESS OF FIT TEST
USIN_ PREDICTED VALUES
A-LEVEL • 2.500 AUTOCDRRELATZON FARAMEfER • 0e250
nBBERVED MEAN • 1,38272 OBSERVEh VARIANCE • 0e85353
PREOICTEO MEAN • 1,39699 PRED|CTE_ VARIANCE • Oe48BO2
GAMMA 01ST PARAMETERSl ALPHA • |t64667 BETA • |tR3_02
NUMBER CUMULATIVE CHMULATIVE
DURATION OBSERVED OBSERVED EXPECTED DIFFERENCE
1 64 O.TqO1Z 0.656_3 0.13389
2 10 0.9135B 0.92382 -O.OlOZ_
3 3 0.95062 0,9R_94 -0.03432
¢ 2 0,97531 O,9q71B -0,02|87
5 | 0,98765 0.999¢9 -O,O[IB¢
6 1 l.O000O 0.99991 OeO00O9
7 0 1,00000 0,99998 0e00002
8 0 l.O000O l,OOO00 0,00000
9 0 1.00000 l,O00nO 0,0000o
10 0 1.00000 1,00000 0,00,_00
II 0 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000
12 0 l.O000O l.OnO00 O.O00OO
13 0 1.00000 1,00000 OeO0000
1¢ 0 1o00000 1,00000 0,00000
15 0 !,O000O l.O000O OlO0000
16 0 1.00000 1,00000 OeOOnO0
17 0 1.00000 1_00000 OeO0000
18 0 1,00000 l.OOOO0 OlO0000
19 0 l,OOOOO 1_00000 OeO00OO
20 0 l.O0000 leOOOO0 OtO00OO
OVER 20 0 1.00000 1_00000 OeOOO00
TnTAL NUMRER OF OVERSHOnTS • el
55
1975010884-057
KnLHOGOROV-SHIRNOV GOnDNESS OF FZT TEST
USING PREOTCTEO VALUFS
A-LEVEL = O.OOO AUTOCnRRELATIDN PARAHFTER = 0,750
OBSERVED MEAN • 2.89229 OBSERVER VARIANCE = 6,06546
PREDICTED MEAN = Z,77466 PRED|CTE_ VAm|ANCE s _9713Z
GAMHA D|ST PARAHETERSl ALPHA • 1,04078 BFT6 • 0,45756
NUHBER CUHULATIVE CUHUL_TTVE
DURATION OBSEPVED OBSERVED FXPECTFb OIFFFRFNCE
I 16?8 0.37228 0,34775 0,02453
2 91Z 0.58084 O,SAI_B -0,00045
3 610 0,7Z033 O,7_Z3Z -0,0X199
4 41Z 0,81454 0,87975 -0,01470
5 ZBO 0,87857 0,89123 -0,01265
6 161 0.91539 0,93078 -0,015}9
7 lZZ 0.94329 0,95598 -0,01269
8 93 0,96456 Om97ZO2 -0,00746
9 43 0,97439 0,9R272 -0,00783
10 39 0,98331 0,9n071 -0,005_0
]1 20 0,98708 0,99183 -0,00495
12 14 0,99|08 0,99545 -0100437
13 12 0.99383 0,997|I -0.00329
14 ]0 0.99611 0,998_7 -O,O020h
15 8 0.99794 0,99884 -0,00090
16 Z 0.99840 0,999_6 -0t00086
17 Z 0.99886 0,99953 -0,00_b8
18 [ 0,99909 0_99970 qOlOO06Z
19 0 0.99909 0,99981 _0,00073
20 I 0,99931 0,9998B -0,00057
20 3 1,00000 1_00000 OoO000O
NUMBER OF OVERSHOOTS • 4_T)
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1975010884-058
K_LHOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOODNESS OF FIT TEST
USINO PREDICTED vALUFS
A-LEVEL • 0.750 AUTOCnRRELATIHN PARAMETER • OtTgO
OBSERVED MEAN • 1,7B643 OBSERVER VAmIANCE = 1e62950
PREDICTED MEAN • I,BLB46 PREDICTEO VADIANCE • 1,71390
GAMMA OlST PARAMETERSI ALPHA • 1e016_5 BETA • 0,76927
NUMBER GUNULATIVE CUMULATIVE
OURATION OBSERVED OBSERVED EXPECTED DIFFERENCE
l 1860 0,58161 0,5_991 0,05171
2 743 0,81395 0,7R086 0,03308
3 305 0.9093Z 0,B98_4 O,OllZ7
4 14l 0,95341 O.9_Z61 O,OOn80
5 75 0.97686 0,97799 -OeO0113
6 39 0.98906 0.9A978 -0e00072
7 20 0.9993[ 0.99525 0,00_06
8 7 0.99750 0,99780 -0,00_30
9 3 0.9984% O,9989B -0t00054
10 2 U.99906 0.99993 -0,00046
11 l 0.99937 0,9997B -0.0006|
12 l 0.99969 0.9Q990 -0,00021
13 I 1,00000 0s99995 OeO0_05
16 O l.O0000 0,99998 0.00002
19 O l.O000O O,99999 0,00001
16 0 l,O000O l,O_OnO 0,00000
17 O l,O0000 l,O0000 OeO00OO
18 0 l,O000O l,OnOOO 0,00000
19 0 l.O000O l,O_OnO O,O00OO
20 0 l,O0000 1,0_000 OtO00OO
20 0 l,O000O 1,0_000 OmO00OO
NUMBER OF OVERSHOOTS • 3198
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1975010884-059
K_LMDGOROV-SMIRNOV GQODNESS OF FIT TEST
USINO PREDICTED VALUES
A-LEVEL • 1.250 AUTUCORRELATIDN PARAMETER • 0,750
nBSERVED MEAN • 1,45505 OBSERVED VAglANCE • Oe684B2
PREDICTED MEAN • 1,4713_ PREDICTED VARIANCE s Oe73|B3
: GAMMA DIST PARAMETERS! ALPHA • 1,2MgEo BETA • It32726
NUMBER CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE
DURATION OBSERVED OBSERVED EXPECTED DIFFERENCE
1 1254 0.b91_7 0,67912 0,06256
2 383 0,90292 O,B_Bg4 0,01598
3 116 0,96691 0,96711 -0e00021
4 38 0,98787 0,9q0_5 -0,00278
5 16 0,99669 0,9QT38 -O,O006g
6 4 0,99890 0,9992T -0,0003T
7 2 1,00000 o,9q9Ro 0,00020
8 0 1,00000 0,99994 0,00006
9 0 1,00000 O,9qgg8 0,00002
I0 0 1.00000 1,0_000 0,00000
11 0 1,00000 1,00000 0,00000
12 0 1,00000 1,00000 0,00000
13 0 1.00000 1,00000 0.00000
1_ 0 1,00000 1,00000 0,00000
15 0 1,00000 1,00000 0,00000
16 0 1,00000 1,00000 0e00000
17 0 1,00000 1,00000 0,00000
18 0 1,00000 1_00000 0,00000
19 0 1,00000 l,ono00 O,OOO00
20 0 1,00000 1,00000 0,00000
OVER 20 0 l,O00OO leO0000 0,00000
TOTAL NUMRER OF OVERSHOOTS m 181)
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1975010884-060
KNLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOODNESS OF FIT TE_T
USINQ PREDICXEO VALUVS
A-LEVEL • 1.750 AUTOCORRELATION PARAMFTER = 0t750
OBSERVED MEAN • 1.29041 OBSERVED VAnIANCE • 0.3979E
PREDICTED MEAN • 1,25$Bq PREOICTE_ VARIANCE • OeZB063
GAMMA OlST PARAMETERS! ALPHA • 2.05Z72 BETA • _t70¢23
NUMBER CUMULATIVE CI_MUL^TYVE
OtlRATION OBSERVED OBSERVED EXPE£TFD DIFFERENCE
X 595 0,78187 0,7401Z 0e0¢175
2 [Z5 0,9461Z 0,9_9_7 -0_02295
3 30 0,985_5 0.99700 -0,C11_6
9 0,99737 0.9997_ -0100236
5 l 0.99869 0.9_998 -OtOOl2q
6 I l.O0000 l,OOOO0 O,OOn30
7 0 l.O0000 l,OnOnO 0,o0o00
8 O l.O0000 l,O00_O OtO0000
9 0 l.OOOO0 l.O00OO OeOOOOO
10 0 l.OOOO0 l,O000O O.O0000
11 0 l.OOO00 l.OnOOO O.OOOOO
12 0 l.OOOO0 1,00000 O.OOO00
13 0 1.00000 l_OnOnO o_0000o
14 0 1.00000 l,O_O_O 0,00_00
15 0 l,O00OO l,O_O_O OtOOO00
16 0 l,O0000 l,OnO00 O,O00OO
17 0 l,O0000 ItO000O OtO00OO
tB 0 1,00000 1.0_000 0.00000
19 0 l,O0000 l.O_O00 OeC'_O0
20 0 1,00000 l.OnO00 O.OC,O00
20 0 1.00000 l,OfiOfiO O,OOOO0




KflLMOGORDV-SM|RNOV GOODNESS OF FIT TEST
USING PREOICTED VALUES
A-LEVEL = 2.500 AUTOCORRELATION PARAHETER • 0,750
nBSERVED MEAN • l.tO_B9 DBSERVE_ VARIANCE • 0,14984
PREO|CTED HEAN • 1.|0643 PREDICTED VARZANCE • 0e07902
GAMMA DIST PARAMETERS! ALPHA • 4,6_376 BETA • 7,6740Z
NUHfER CUMULATIVE CIIMULATYVE
OURATION OBSERVED OBSERVED EXPECTFU DIFFERENCE
I |$I o,gt60B 0,9_746 0,00A62
2 I0 0,9B601 0,99959 -0t01357
3 [ 0,99301 l,O00eO -0e00699
4 1 I,O0000 I,O0000 OeO0000
5 0 1,00000 I,O0000 0,00000
6 0 I,O0000 l,onOnO 0,0000o
7 0 I,O0000 I,OnO00 0,00000
B 0 1,00000 I,O0000 0,00000
9 0 I,O0000 I,O_O00 0,00000
I0 0 1,00000 I,O0000 0,00000
11 0 _,00000 l_OnOOO 0,00000
lZ 0 I,O0000 l,OOO00 0,00o00
I3 0 I,O0000 1,00000 0,00000
t4 0 I,O0000 1,00000 0,00000
15 0 1,00000 I,OnO00 0,00000
16 0 I,O000O I,OnOOO 0,00000
17 0 _,00000 l,O0000 0,00000
t8 0 I,O0000 I_00000 0,00000
19 0 I,O0000 I,O0000 0,00000
20 0 l,O0000 1,00000 0,00000
OVER 20 0 l,O000O l,OOO00 0,00000
TOTAL NUMBER _F OVERSHOOTS • 145
6O
1975010884-062
KnLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOODNESS OF KIT TEST
USING PREDICTED VALUFS
A-LEVEL • 0,000 AUTOCnRRELATIDN PARAMFTER = I,O00
RESERVED MEAN • 2,60607 OBSERVE_ VARIANCE • 4.4841S
PREDICTED MEAN • 2,52414 PRED|CTE_ VAnIANCE • $,5S658
GAMMA DIST PARAHETERSI ALPHA • le|_lq9 BETA • 0,56912
NUMBER CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE
DURATION OBSERVED OBSERVED FXPECTFD DIFFERENCE
t 1925 0,39765 0,3_37b 0,0343e
2 1104 0,62_70 0,61857 0,00713
3 bB9 0,76802 0,77530 -0,0072_
4 41Z 0.85313 0,8_879 -0,01567
5 26Z 0,90725 0,9?3R1 -0,0165_
b 17B 0,94_02 0.9_592 -O,Oll90
7 I01 0.96488 0,97_57 -0,00969
B 59 0.97707 0,9#536 -0e00829
9 43 0.98595 0t99159 -OeOOSb4
I0 tB 0.98967 0,99517 -0,00550
11 18 0.99339 0,99723 -0,00384
i 12 9 0,99525 0,99842 -0,00317
I 13 5 0.9962B 0,99909 -0,0028114 7 0,99773 0,99948 -0,00175
l 15 5 0,99B?b 0,99970 -0,00094
: t6 3 0,99938 0,99983 -0,00045
! 17 2 0.99979 0;99990 -OeOOOIl
IB 1 1,00000 0,99994 OlO000b
i 19 0 1.00000 0;99997 0,00003
ZO 0 1.00009 0e9_998 0,00002
OVER 20 0 leO0000 leO00_O OeO0000





K_LMOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOODNESS OF FIT TEST
USINO PREDICTED VALUES
A-LEVEL • 0.750 AUTOCOR"ELATIDN PARAMETER • l,O00
OBSERVED MEAN • 1,66955 OBSERVER VARIANCE • 1,30336
PREDICTED MEAN • 1,66799 PREDICTE_ VARIANCE • 1tZ5477
GAMMA OIST PARAMETERS! ALPttA • 1,0g720 BETA • 0t93084
NUMBER CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE
DURATION OBSERVED OBSERVED FXPECTED DIFFERENCE
1 2151 0,61971 0,56719 0e05252
2 770 0.84154 O,B?263 O,OiB91
3 302 0,92855 0,92B72 0e00033
4 140 0,96889 0,97[[4 "0100225
5 61 0,98646 0,9_844 -O,O019B
6 21 0.99251 otggs_8 -O,O0_B7
7 15 0,99683 Oe9_B1b -0t00133
8 7 0,99885 0,9_9_7 -0t000%2
9 l 0,99914 oegg_Tl -0e00057
10 I 0,9994Z Oe999R8 -OeOOO4b
11 0 0,99942 otgq9q5 -0t00053
12 0 0,99942 0.99998 _0t00056
13 1 0,99971 0 99999 -0e00028
t4 I 1,00000 1. 0000 OeO0000
t5 0 l,O0000 l,O0000 OtO0000
16 0 l,O0000 l_O0000 0,o0000
17 0 l,O0000 l,O0000 OtO0000
IB 0 l,O0000 l,OnO00 OeO0000
19 0 I,O0000 I,OnO00 0,00000
20 0 l,O0000 I,O_O00 0,00000
ZO O l,OOOO0 1,0o0o0 0,0000o
NUMRER OF OVERSHOOTS • 367|
62
1975010884-064
KnLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOnDNESS OF FIT TEST
USINa PREDICTED VALUES
A-LEVEL • 1,250 AUTOCORRELATION PARAMETER • leO00
nBSERVED MEAN • 1,37456 OBSERVEr VAmIANCE • 0e57043
PREDICTED MEAN • |,36|99 PREDICTE_ VAmlANCE • 0e56155
GAMMA DIST PARAMETERSI ALPHA • |t372n5 BFTA • 1t59172
NUMBER CUHULATIVE CJMUL^TIVE
DURATION OBSERVED OBSERVED EXPECTFU DIFFERENCE
1 1485 0.7_065 0.67877 0,0623B
2 363 0.9Z|70 0,97107 0t00063
3 |05 0,97606 o,gRIR4 -0e00777
4 37 0.99252 0,99595 -0e00343
5 I0 0.99751 0_999|i -OeO0161
6 4 0.99950 0.999_I -OeO0031
7 0 0.99950 0,99996 _OeO00_6
B I 1.00000 Om90999 OeO0_01
9 0 1.00000 1.000_0 0,00_0_
I0 0 1.00000 1,00000 0.00000
ll 0 l.OnO00 l,OnO00 O,OOnO0
IZ 0 l.O0000 l,OnOnO O,OOO00
13 0 l.O0000 l,OnO00 0,00000
14 0 1.00000 l.OnO_O O,O0OOO
15 0 l.O0000 l.O00nO 0,00000
16 0 l.O0000 l,O0000 0,00000
17 0 1.00000 I;00000 0,00000
18 0 1.00000 l,OnO00 0,00000
19 0 1,00000 1,00000 O,O000n
20 0 l,O0000 l,OoOOO 0,00000
20 0 l,OOO00 l_O0000 0,00000
NUMBER OF OVERSHOOTS • 2DOS
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1975010884-065
K_LMOGOROV-SM|RNOV GOODNESS Or FIT TEST
USING PREDICTED VALUES
A-LEVEL • 1,750 AUTOCnRRELATZON PARAMFTER - leO00
OBSERVED MEAN • 1,22261 ORSERVE_ VARIANCE • 0e32530
PREOICTED MEAN • 1,17950 PREOICTE_ VARIANCE = 0eZ0684
GAMMA OIST PARAMETERSl ALPHA • 2e2_402 BETA • 3e)1716
NUMBER CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE
DURATION OBSERVEO O_SERVED EXPE_TFD DIFFERENCE
1 122 0.83276 0,7_859 0e036|7
2 110 0,95963 0,91515 -0,02552
3 26 0,98962 0,99915 -0,00956
4 6 0,99654 0,99996 "0e003%2
5 2 otgq885 ItOoOnO .0o00||5
6 1 1.00000 1,0n000 0,00000
7 0 1,00000 1,0n000 0,00000
8 0 1.00000 l,OnO_O OeDOOO0
9 0 1,00000 1,00000 OeOOOO0
10 0 1.00000 1,0nOnO 0,_0o0n
11 0 1,00000 1,0n000 Oe0000o
12 0 1.0o000 1,0o0o0 0°00000
13 0 1.00000 1,00000 O,OOnO0
1_ 0 1.000o0 1,0o0_0 o,00o0o
t5 0 1.00000 1,0o0o0 0,00000
16 0 1,00000 I;000_0 0,00_00
17 0 1.00000 1,00000 OeO0000
18 0 L.O0000 1,00000 0,00000
19 0 1,00000 1,0n000 0_00000
ZO 0 1,00000 1,00000 OeO0000
20 0 1,00000 1,00000 0,00000
NUMBER _F OVERSHOOTS • B67
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1975010884-066
KnLMOGOROV-SHIRNUV GOOONESS OF FIT TEST
USING PR_OICTED VAI.U_S
A-LEVEL • 2,500 AUTOCnREELATION PARAH_TER • l,O00
nB$ERVEO MEAN • 1,13043 O_SERVE_ VAwlANCE = Oet4Z4l
PREDICTED MEAN = |,06140 PRED|CTE_ VAD|ANCE • 0e04707
GAMMA DUST PARAMETERS! ALPACA • 6,6q515 BETA • lleqZ_B_
NUMBER CUMULATIVE CUMULATtVF
OURATION OBSERVEO OBSERVED EXPECTED OIFFERENCE
| |ZZ O,BB406 0,9_Z05 -0t07799
2 |4 0,98551 0,909q9 .0_01448
3 2 l.O00CO l,OnOnO O_OO000
4 0 1.00000 1,00000 OeO000o
5 0 1.0o0o0 1,0_0o0 0,o000o
6 0 1.00000 1,00000 OeO0000
7 0 1.00000 1,0o000 0,00000
8 0 1.00000 1,0_000 0,00000
q 0 l.OnOOO l,OnO_O o,oo_0o
10 0 1,00000 1,000o0 0,o0000
11 0 l.O00OO l.OnO00 OeO0000
12 0 l.O0000 1.0o000 O,OOnOO
13 0 1.00000 l,OoO00 O,OOoOO
14 0 1.00000 l,OnOV,O OeO0_O0
15 0 1,00000 1,000_0 OeO0000
16 0 1.00000 l,OOO_O 0,00000
17 0 1,00000 l,O00_O 0,00000
lB 0 l,O0000 1,00000 OeO0000
19 0 1,00000 1,00000 0,00000
20 0 1,00000 1_00000 0_00000
20 0 |,00000 1,00000 OtO0000
NUMBER nF OVERSHOOTS t |3|
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1975010884-067
K_LMOGOROV-SMIRNQV GOODNESS OF FIT TEST
USING PREDICTED VALUFS
A-LEVEL • 0.000 AUTOC_RRELATZON P_RAMFTER • 2,500
UBSERVEO MEAN • 2,07269 OBSERVER VARIANCE • 2e21012
PREDICTED MEAN = 2,01|08 PRED|CTED VARIANCE • 1eB2638
GAMMA DIST PARAMETERSI ALPHA • 1.26181 BETA • 0t83119
NUMBER CUMULATIVE CUMLILATIVE
DURATION OBSERVED OBSERVED EXPECTED DIFFERFNCE
1 2890 0.48295 0,44810 0,03_05
2 1526 0.73797 0,731B2 O,OOh_
3 703 0.85545 0,8?403 -0e01858
4 _19 0,92567 O,9_l_b -0=01639
5 226 0,96324 0=97345 -O=010ZZ
b 102 0.9802B 0,9'7_7 .O,O07bq
7 60 0.99031 0,99_57 q0100427
8 34 0,99599 O,9qTS6 -0=00157
9 9 0,99749 0,9_8_L -0=00142
10 8 0,99B_3 0,99951 qO=O00b8
11 4 0,99950 0,99978 -0=00_28
lZ 2 0,99983 0,999_0 -0=00_07
13 1 1,0_000 0,9999b O,nOnO_
14 0 1,00000 0,999_8 O,OOOOZ
15 0 1,00000 0,999_9 OeO000t
16 0 1,00000 1,0nOoO 0=00o0o
t7 0 1,00000 1,00000 0=00000
18 0 1,00000 1,00000 OtO0000
t9 0 1,00000 1_00000 0,00000
20 0 1,00000 1,000_0 O,O000n
20 0 1,00000 1,00000 OeO0000




K_L"OGOROV-SMERNOV GUODNESS OF #IT TEST
USING PR_OICTEO VALUFS
A-LEVEL • 0.7_0 AUTOCOR_ELATION PARAMETEE • 2,500
nBSERVED N_AN • 1,3396Z OBSERVE_ VAmIaNCE • Oe444OZ
PREOICTED MEAN • 1,3|232 PREO|CTE_ vAmIANCE • 0,64758
GAMMA OtS7 PARANETERSI ALPHA • 1,2_215 BETA • l._b_kq
NUMBER CUMULATIVE CUMULATYVE
DURATION OBSERVED OBSERVED FXPECTFD DIFFFRFNCE
I 3204 0,745R1 O,b?IMl 0,07_00
2 g13 0,9_506 0,9077b O,OZTBO
3 206 0,9R301 0,974_6 0,00_35
4 60 0,99697 0,993_9 0,0037g
II 0,999_3 0,99819 0,00135
6 2 l.O0000 0,999_Z 0,00o_8
? O l,O0000 O,9q9M7 0,00013
8 0 t,O0000 0,99997 0,00003
q 0 &,O0000 0_99999 OtO000[
: lO O 1,000o0 l,OnOOO o,00_00
It 0 1,00000 l,OoOOO 0,00o00
12 0 1,00000 1,0_000 O,O00OO
13 0 1,00000 l,O_OOO 0,00o00
14 0 1,00000 l,OnOnO o,o0o0o
15 0 l,O0000 l,O00nO 0,00_0o
16 O l,O0000 l,OnOOO o,o0o00
17 O l,O00OO l,OnOOO O,OOOO0
18 O l,O000O l,OOOOO 0,00000
19 0 l,O000O 1,0"000 0,00000
ZO O l,O000O 1_00000 O,O00OO
OVER 20 0 l,OOOOO l,OOOOO 0,00000
TOTAL NUMBER OF OVERSNOOT| • 4Z96
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1975010884-069
KOL_OGOROV-SMtRNOV GOODNESS QF FIT TEST
USINO PREDICTED VALUFS
A-LEVEL = t.250 AUTOCnRRELATION PARAMETER • 2=500
nBSERVED HEAN = 1,1441Z OBSERVED VARIANCE • 0,15547
PREOICTEO NEAN • 1,16076 PREDICTED VARIANCE • OiZ700Z
GAHMA D[ST PARA_ETERSI ALPHA • l=616qO BETA • 2=k¢703
NUMBER GUMULATIVE CUMULATtVE
DURATXON OBSERVED OBSERVED EXPECTFD DIFFERENCE
l 2061 0.87109 0,794_8 0,07671
2 271 0.98563 0_975n9 0,01o54
3 32 0.99915 0,99732 O,O0183
4 2 l.O0000 0,99973 0,00027
5 0 1.00000 0,9g997 0,00003
6 0 l,O0000 l.O0000 0,00000
? 0 l.O000O l,O0000 0,00000
8 0 l.OOO00 l,O_O00 0,00000
9 0 1.00000 l,O000O 0.00000
I0 0 l.O0000 l_O00OO o,00o00
iI 0 l.OOO00 l,OOODO 0,00000
12 O l.O0000 l_OOOO0 0.00000
13 0 l,O000O I,00000 O,O0000
14 O l,O00OO l,OOOO0 OtO0000
15 0 l.O000O l,O0000 0,00000
16 0 l,O0000 l,O0000 0=00000
17 0 l,OOOOO l,O0000 0=00000
18 0 l.O000O l_OOO00 0,00000
19 0 1.00000 l_O000O 0,00000
20 0 l,OOOOO I_00000 O,O0000
ZO 0 l,OOO00 1,00000 O,O000O
NUMRER OF OVERSHOOTS • 2366
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1975010884-070
KnLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOODNESS OF tit TEST
USINO PREDICTED VALUFS
A-LEVEL • 1.750 AUTOC_RRELATION PARAMETER • 2,500
OBSERVED MEAN • 1,05657 OBSERVE_ VARIANCE • 0t05_39
PREDICTED MEAN • 1,03711 PREDICTE_ VAmlANCE • OtOBg85
GAMMA DIST PARAMETERSI ALPHA • 3t2_T_6 BETA • 6t04_38
NUMBER CUMULATTVE CUMULATTVE
DURATION OBSERVED DBSERVFD EXPECTFD OXFFERFNCE
I 935 0.94444 0_9_Z90 0t021_4
2 54 0.99899 0,9q9_8 -C,O00Z9
3 I 1.00000 i,0_0_0 0,00000
4 O l,O0000 l_OnO00 0,00o00
5 O I.O00OO I,OnO00 0,00000
6 0 X,O0000 1,00000 0,00000
7 0 1,00000 1,00000 OoO0000
8 0 l,O000O ItO0000 0,00000
9 O l,O000O 1,OOOO0 OtO0000
I0 0 1.00000 ltOOO_O OtO0000
II 0 I.O0000 ItO_O00 OtO0000
12 O 1.00000 1_00000 0900000
13 O 1.00000 l,O0000 OtO0OO0
14 0 I.OOOO0 l,OnOOO 0,00000
15 0 l,OOOO0 l,OOO00 O,O00OO
16 O 1,00000 IoOCO00 O,OOOO0
17 O l,OOOOO lmO0000 0,00000
IB 0 1,00000 1,00000 OtOOOOO
19 0 1,00000 l,OOOOO OtO0000
ZO O 1,00000 1,00000 OtO0000
ZO O l,O00OO 1_00000 OtO0000
NUMBER OF OVERSHOOTS • 990
G9
1975010884-071
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOODNESS OF FIT TEST
USING PREDICTED VALUES
A-LEVEL • Z.500 AUTOCORRELATIDN PARAMETER • ZeSO0
[;BSERVED MEAN • l.OlSZ7 OBSERVEO VARIANCE • 0o01504
PREOICTED MEAN • 0,98398 PREDICTE_ VARIANCE • 0e00719
GAMNA D|ST PARAMETERSI ALPHA • 3Zt5_425 BETA • 6Tt28482
NUMBER CUMULATIVE CUMULATTVE
DURATION OBSERVED OBSERVED EXPECTED DIFFERENCE
! IZ9 0.98473 I.00000 -0,01527
Z 2 [.OOOO0 ltOnOOO 0,00000
3 0 £.00000 I.00000 0.00000
4 0 1.00000 ItOnO00 O,O00OO
5 0 1.00000 1,00000 0,00o00
6 0 I,00000 _,00000 OtO0000
7 0 l.O000O l,OOO00 OtO0000
8 0 1,00000 loO0000 OtO0000
9 0 1.00000 1,00000 0,00000
10 0 1.00000 1,00000 0,00000
11 0 1,00000 1,00000 O,OOOO0
12 0 1.00000 1.00000 0,00000
13 0 1.00000 _,OnO00 0,00000
14 0 1.00000 1,00000 O,O000n
15 0 1.00000 1,00000 0,00000
16 0 1.00000 I_00000 0,00000
17 0 1,00000 ItO0000 OoO0000
18 O 1.00000 l,O0000 0,00000
t9 0 1,00000 1,00000 0,00000
ZO 0 1.00000 1,0000_ O,O00OO
ZO 0 1,00000 I,O00OO U,O0000
NUMBER OF OVERSHOOTS • I)I
7O
1975010884-072
KOLMOGOROV-SM|RNOV GOODNESS OF FIT TEST
USINO PREOICTEO VALUFS
A-LEVEL • 0,000 AUTOCnRRELATIPN PARAMETER • 5,000
nBSERVED MEAN • 1.94846 OBSERVEr VARIANCE = 1,76810
PREDICTED MEA_ • 1,88194 PREOICTEn VAmlANCE • 1,72155
GAMMA DTST PARAMETERSt ALPHA • 1,1n9_3 BETA • n,BOZ73
NUMBER CUMULATIVE ¢UHULATTVE
DURATION OBSERVEO OBSERVED EXPECTFD DIFFERENCE
1 3218 0.50877 0.5nlS6 0,_0722
2 1588 0.75984 0.76606 -0.0062Z
3 791 0.88490 0t89180 -0t00690
4 384 0.94561 0,9S033 -0t00471
5 IBO 0.97407 0,97730 -0,003Z3
6 B7 0.98783 0,9M966 -0,00183
7 37 0.99368 0.99530 "Oe_O|b2
B 26 0.99779 0,9q787 -0,00008
9 |0 0.99937 019g903 0e00033
10 3 0.999B4 0,999S6 O,O0_Z8
11 0 0.99986 0,9q980 0,00004
12 I 1.00000 0.99991 0,00009
13 0 1.00000 0t9q996 0100004
16 0 l.O0000 0.9q998 OeOOOOZ
15 0 l,O0000 019999% 0,00001
16 0 1.00000 1,0000_ 0,00000
17 0 X,O0000 1,0nO00 OtO0000
18 0 1,00000 I_00000 0,00000
t9 0 1.00000 1,00000 0,00000
20 0 1,00000 1,0_OnO 0,00000
20 0 l,O0000 l,OOOOO OLD0000
NUMBER OF OVERSHOOTS • 632S
71
1975010884-073
K_LMOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOODNESS OF FIT TEST
USING PREDICTED VALUES
A-LEVEL = 0.750 AUTOCORRELATION PARAMETER • 5,000
nBSERVED MEAN • 1.29446 DBSERVEO VARIANCE • 0t37522
PREOICTED MEAN • 1,33685 PREDICTE_ VARIANCE • 0e42310
GAMMA OIST PARAMETERSI ALPHA • [e66T)O BETA • [t97316
NUMBER CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE
DURATION DBSERVEO OBSERVED EXPECTED OIFFERENCE
1 3348 0.77019 0.690_7 0107961
2 78b 0.95100 0,93979 OeOl121
3 159 0.98758 0,9A958 -OeO0200
4 41 0,99701 0.99879 -0t00128
5 lZ 0.99977 0_99973 OeOO004
b 1 1.00000 0.9_996 OeO000_
7 0 1.00000 0,9_999 0,0000_
B 0 1.00000 1,0no00 O,OOhO0
9 0 1.00000 I=00000 0,00000
I0 0 1.00000 l_O00OO 0,00000
tt O 1.00000 1,000nO OeO0000
12 0 1.00000 ljO0000 0_00000
13 0 1,00000 l,OnO00 otoo000
I_ 0 1,00000 l_O000O 0,00000
15 0 l,O000O 1,00000 OtO0000
lb 0 1.00000 1,00000 OtO0_O0
t7 0 _,00000 l_O0000 OoOOnO0
IB O 1,00000 1,00000 0_00000
t9 O 1,00000 1,00000 O,O00OO
20 0 1,00000 1,00000 OlO0000
OVER 20 0 1,00000 1_00000 OeO0000
TOTAL NUMBER OF OVERSHOOTS • 4)6?
72
1975010884-074
KnLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOODNESS OF FIT TE_T
USING PREOYCTED VALUES
A-LEVEL = l.Z_O AUTOCnRPELATION PARAMETER = 5,000
OBSERVED MFAN • l.lZ570 OBSERVE_ VARIANCE = 0,13993
PREDICTED MEAN • 1,14004 PREDICTE_ VARIANCE • 0.11490
GAMMA DIST PARAMETERS! ALPHA • |t565|0 BETA m 5,57021
NUMBER CUMULATTVE CLtMtPLATIVF
DURATION OBSERVED OBSERVED FXPECTFD DIFFFRENCE
[ Z066 0,B8631 O,8_01X O.OZ_Z1
Z Z4E u,gg013 0,9q751 .0_00738
3 ZO 0,99871 0,99998 -OtOOIZ6
4 I 0.99914 l,OnCO0 .0,00086
Z 1,00000 I,Of,OnO 0,o0o0o
6 0 I,OOOOO I_OOOOO 0,o0o0o
7 0 1,00000 I,OnOOO 0,00000
8 0 l.O00nO l,OOO00 0,o000o
9 0 X,OOOO0 l,OnO_O 0,00000
10 0 1.00000 1,00000 0,00000
tt 0 1,00000 X,OnO00 0,00000
12 0 1,09000 l,OnO_O 0,00000
13 0 l.O0000 i,OnO00 0,00o00
t4 0 1.00000 1,0_000 0,00000
15 0 1.00000 1.00000 O.nO000
16 0 1,00000 1,0_000 0,00000
17 0 1,00000 I,000_0 OtO00OO
t8 0 1.00000 1_0_000 OtO0000
t9 0 1.00000 l_OnOOO 0,00000
ZO 0 l.O0000 1,00000 0,00000
OVER ZO 0 1.00000 l,O_OnO OeO000O
TOTAL NUMBER OF OVERSHOOTS = Z33t
73
1975010884-075
KnLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOODNESS OF _|T TEST
USING PREDICTED VALUES
A-LEVEL • 1.750 AUTOCnRRELATION PARAMETER • 5,000
nBSERVED MEAN • i.03747 OBSERVER VAmIANCE • 0,038Z1
PREOICTED MEAN • 1,03076 PREOICTE_ VAgIANCE • 0e01720
GAMMA OIST PARAMETERS! ALPHA • t6e37617 BETA • 30e85400
NUMBER CUMULATIVE CUMUL&TIVE
DIIRATION OBSERVEO OBSERVED EXPECTED DIFFERENCE
I 900 0.96360 0.9q837 .0,03478
2 33 0.99893 1,000_0 -0,00107
3 I 1.00000 l,OnO00 n,oO00O
4 0 1.00000 1,0_000 0,00000
5 0 1.00000 1,0o000 0,00000
6 0 1.00000 l,On000 0,00000
7 0 1.00000 l,On000 0,00000
B 0 1.00000 l,OnO00 0,00000
9 0 1,000_0 l,on000 0,00000
lO 0 1.00000 1,00000 0,00000
11 0 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000
12 0 1,00000 1,00000 0,00000
13 0 1.00000 1,0nOOO o,00o0o
]4 0 1.00000 1.00000 0.0000_
Y5 0 1.00000 1,00000 0,00000
16 0 l.O0000 1,0n000 0,00000
17 0 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000
IB 0 1,00000 1,00000 OeO0000
19 0 I.O0000 1,00000 0,00000
20 0 1.00000 1.000,0 0,00000
OVER ZO 0 1,00000 1,00000 OeO0000
TOTAL NUMBER OF OVERSHOOT| • 9)6
74
1975010884-076
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNUV GOODNESS OF FIT TEST
USINO PREOICTED VALUES
A-LEVEL • 2,500 AUTOC_RRELATIDN PARAMETER • $eO00
OBSERVED MEAN • 1,00704 OBSERVE_ VADIANCE • 0,00699
PREDICTED MEAN • 0,98610 PREDICTE_ VARIANCE • O,O001g
GAMMA DIST PARAMETERSI ALPHA =t23B,??I40 BETA =2_4B,39640
NUMBER CUMULATIVE CUMtJLATTVE
DURATION OBSERVED OBSERVFO EXPECTFD DIFFERENCE
t |61 0,99Z96 l,OnO00 -0,00704
2 l l,O0000 1,0_000 0,00000
3 0 l,OO000 l,OnO00 0,00000
4 O l.OO000 I.O_O00 n,oO000
5 0 Io00000 l,OnO00 O,OOOO0
6 O 1.00000 l.OnO00 0,00000
7 0 l,O0000 I,OO000 OoO0000
B 0 l,OO00O l,OOOO0 O,O00OO
9 0 I.OO00O l,O00nO O,O00OO
lO 0 |,00000 1,0nO00 0,00000
II 0 l.O000O l,ooono OoO0000
lZ 0 l.O0000 l,OOO00 O,O000o
13 0 X.OO000 l,O0000 O.O000o
l_ 0 l.O000O l_OOOOO O,O0OOO
15 0 1.0o0o0 l,OnOOO o,oooo0
16 0 leO00OO l.OOOOO OeO0OOO
17 0 I,OO000 l,O0000 0,00000
IB 0 1.00000 I_000_0 0,00000
19 O l,O00OO I=O0000 OeO0000
20 0 l,O0000 l,OOOOO OeO00OO
OVER 20 0 I,OOOOO 1,00000 OoO00OO
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( l't_'lIT p __.,,',t, r T t Rc,
[Jr ?, ,(tp'}') HLIpSTf,F JpI_,I'|A_,I. DX
bit; _A • sr 1_**2
L
C ChLr_LATF A'_J'_SILr_ rl_q5_'|_(',LFVEL
AI VI • (i-I'I_)ISTbFV
Al Vi • A,'r,(ALVL )
(.
L C^L(" _ll /_II ("_ rFICI[HT£
t_ , _,.'}25_)O - 0._1129"R + 9o0_17"k*,2 + n.nOOBB,l_,i.,,I
AI ,, -, .¢,/,9_,0 + O.02R_:I*R + 0.020_2'R*.2 - _,n002¢_*_*_3
A; • _,.117¢,3 + 0,01749"P, - O.Olb1/'_M'¢'*2 - n.nO131,_t-'*,_3
4 '_ • l.r"'S_9 - 1.O?}f,h*R , V.bf, le_b.R,l..2 . O,_9535,l,t_*u3
[,I • -Z.172g, 2 + O.t_flnb=R - V.3n/t:Z*W**2., n,el_,Oe,_,=.'l
4? , 0.2_1'_ - O.lbIZ3*R + 0.07b_9.I,/,I,,I,2 ,_ I_,_I_t])*R**}
C&LC'JL_TF. P_F.n|C.TFD MF&N ANff VARIA4CE
R • 4(, + ,',I=ALVL A2*ALVLe*@
P'_FA)_ • LXgIR)
• q" + _I*,_LVL + B2WALVL**2
i._dAl_ . ;i,* 2
L
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_LtVrL ,'_F],I._ ° ADJUSTFU LFVFL wI_FI_,31t_'I_a°PROCES$
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|F(,_X.(,T,n,F_O) GI) Trl 2
(,'iT ) l'_
? IF(I_F.C,T.'_,nO) C,I.1 TD 4
(,rit_X_ IoT",')
O _ r,j _,-I
_, IrI(r)r.r,i.2,_O,OO).A'IO.lOV,LE,,OF}) GO TO 21
IF((,)F,r.L.2.De).AND,(DY,GIT,I)F KT(DF|))Gn T{2 _0
" q F
_'_F = 'lA, l*l_l lI£,(flY)- DY - 9LGGM(DAI 1,DO)
16 Ir(hor.Lk.-l_O.OO) Of_ TD 10
OFt', • DFXP(F_UF)
12 nrrl • L,FC,
ll{li" . v',K,il'1 4. DFG
it,, _, L_I-!,*i'_VlIPAI+ I.DCI}
ll',I = i_,'_1 + i,hh
!l-(,'Al.,_,l._,_(i,liO)C.ll T[1 75
if (',FC.I.T._)F|,) (',[,I 1li 13
ir(",_,l..",l.?nO.Lin) C,[1 l[t 2't
llrl T,1 12.
'i t :)I)t • I |'(],
II (:i_-_l,_SU,,LE,t,n.ill) GO TO 19
10 'lt',l • I,'_I • 1.Dn
Ir I,,,tt.",i.2r'O.On) GLI It] 15
i"r • ','_I• OICI(,InYIDAII
{.', TJ I_
2[ ,l I e 'l.'_( _'}!
_') _ , • ii,_Y/,'I}*i0.3.'I_333313_33333 - i,DO * l,hO/Oi'lliD.%_illlDH)
"i'l'llX• Y:_R_'X(DYN}
:,#flK • 'i'i'Ill(  DSIIM
(,_'I,) '79
i,'_T,] "J')
75 li'i . _.,_o*Ohl
;)r . nAT
_,," T/I _
_,0 ,)ix • fFir'Lf_GIOY) . DY - BI._,GMII_F)
t'_,t II }.*_"l
;i'lL • IIi If')
')r,,4• DY
,);ii, • 1.0_
,jnl_ ,_ • "IY




11_l. • r'.'_l._,nAl4 + r)&K_D&t.
I_,_*l • I'I_KI_*I_AL 4. f3AVPSDAH
Ill;it • IJ_KP*f_RI. • nAKP_[)I_H
prA • r_L/l}nL
,)rt_ • L_Aj,/Or_H
Ir(z_FP.I.L).O.PO) GI'I Ti] 4_1
IF(,_6nS((nFA-PFn_)tOFB),LE.lIO-l_t) Grl TO 41
pK • nK • I.DO
F,rl T[1 47
_,L r_rx • orx + DLO6IDFR)
C,_'I_ • 1.00
I;:(nrx.r,E.-ftO.DO) G_MX • 1",00 .;, DEXP(DFXI
Grl T[I 99







t,_._1 r I'_I CISIUN rtlNCTIrIN YnR_4XIDZ)
I,'L'I lrlT PEAL*B(L})
L,r_ = ._')_9422Rn(,nl_._ _
i)" = hAPS (11Z)
ll_'I = I .110
'IA'_ = _,1 '_'"
5 DA'J = ,_Aii + 1,[IC_
),',I= _(2.:ir_.r_Arj- 1.r_o) *oX.DX
qP T = 4,I)h*FIAM - I ,r)O
DAL = {_nI'wn^_4+ DAI*(IAL
qnL = pnl*DnH + I_AI*r)BL
nt_I : :,'<=l'X- [)/_I
:),il= 2.{)n + DBI
.):,_: :,qI,WDAL + 12AI,WDA_I
j_:._ = I,qI_'ht_L + DAI'WOBH
Ir(..I:_.F._.(_,DO) Gn T_] 20
IF(,,_,_((=_Fr_-nF_)IOFA).LE,}..D'_) GO TO 2_
_.nL = ] '.r
T'A_*= I*'_,n
I_A._= [.L)r)
l)rA = l.l)C), X
15 hal, - ',.,:!+ ]..DO
_)/_!; :._- },.DO
I)_,C= n:i 'WLIAH + DAI*DAL






I I (hFn,l._.O,D_) Carl TO _
IFtnAr_S((DFrt-DFA)/DFB),LE,I,D-]._) r_O 1'0 2_
ilFA = DFB
Gq TL1 1.5
20 YF_RI'X • DPI,wDFB*DEXP(-DX*DXI2,DO)
IF(nX.LF,3,r_O) YL)RMX • O,SDO - YOPHX





D,ItmLF- P_FCtSIE1N FUNCT|I3N OLGGM(I))I)
IHPLIt|T REALeB(D)
DV=nx






DY =r)Y+ l _ DC.
C,n TO Z
4 DLrj_,PI= (DY-,SDO)$ DLOG(DY),,OYeI_.DO/(IZ,DOSDY)PItDO/(360,DOeDye$3)
I +l,O0/ (1260,OOeOYe$5) -1,DO/ (1680.OOeOVe$7) $.918938533ZO46?_DO
2-I_1.1"1_,( DTE RH )
RFTIIRtl
END
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